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Young Adult

Book 1 published January 2017, 280 pages
6000 copies sold
“I didn’t know how much I needed this brave, thrilling book until it rocked my world. [It] is the
superhero adventure we all need right now.” Charlie Jane Anders, author of All the Birds in the Sky
Danny Tozer has a problem: she just inherited the powers of Dreadnought, the world’s greatest
superhero. Until Dreadnought fell out of the sky and died right in front of her, Danny was trying to
keep people from finding out she’s transgender. But before he expired, Dreadnought passed his
mantle to her, and those superpowers transformed Danny’s body into what she’s always thought it
should be. Now there’s no hiding that she’s a girl.
Danny’s first weeks finally living in a body that fits her are more difficult and complicated than she
could have imagined. Between her father’s dangerous obsession with “curing” her girlhood, her best
friend suddenly acting like he’s entitled to date her, and her fellow superheroes arguing over her
place in their ranks, Danny feels like she’s in over her head. She doesn’t have much time to adjust.
Dreadnought’s murderer—a cyborg named Utopia—still haunts the streets of New Port City,
threatening destruction. If Danny can’t sort through the confusion of coming out, master her
powers, and stop Utopia in time, humanity faces extinction.
“Daniels spins a classic coming-of-age superhero tale, but one that also tackles transmisogyny and
sexism, as its young hero navigates what she owes the world and what she owes herself.”
Entertainment Weekly
“A thoroughly enjoyable, emotionally rich, action-packed story with the most exciting new
superheroes in decades. Unmissable.” Kirkus Reviews (starred)
“A fascinating exploration of gender identity in a fantastical setting.” Publishers Weekly
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Book 2 published July 2017, 314 pages
Only nine months after her debut as the superhero Dreadnought, Danny Tozer is already a scarred
veteran. Between her newfound celebrity and her demanding duties, Dreadnought is stretched thin,
and it’s only going to get worse. When she crosses a newly discovered billionaire supervillain,
Dreadnought comes under attack from all quarters. From her troubled family life to her
disintegrating friendship with Calamity, there’s no lever too cruel for this villain to use against her.
Before the war is over, Dreadnought will be forced to confront parts of herself she never wanted to
acknowledge. And behind it all, an old enemy waits in the wings, ready to unleash a plot that will
scar the world forever.
“Daniels doesn’t just perfectly “queer the capes,” she delivers a book that’s tightly packed with
brilliantly rendered fights, nail-biting scenes of peril, emotional authenticity, and a perfect first kiss.”
Kirkus Reviews (starred)
“Action-packed and at times intense, this book continues the stories of many of the characters from
the previous volume, including Calamity Jane, the unlicensed vigilante superhero and Danny’s love
interest. Fans of the first instalment won’t be disappointed.” School Library Journal
“The second novel is every bit as good as the first, and I really hope another is on the way soon.”
Pop Culture Beast
April Daniels was born in a military hospital just before it was shut down for chronic malpractice—in
hindsight, that should have been an omen. After various tribulations in childhood and the frankly
disconcerting discovery that she was a girl, she graduated from UC Santa Cruz with a degree in
literature, and then promptly lost her job during the 2008 stock crash and recession. After she
recovered from homelessness, she completed her first manuscript by scribbling a few sentences at a
time between calls while working in the customer support department for a well-known video game
console. April can be found at www.aprildaniels.com or follow her on Twitter @1aprildaniels
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Published August 2017, 294 pages
Pitched as Never Let Me Go meets The Island, this YA debut is perfect for fans of Cat Patrick and
Suzanne Young.
Raised in an elite foster center off the California coast, sixteen-year-old Tabitha has been protected
from the outside world. Her trainers at the center have told her she’ll need to be in top physical
condition to be matched with a loving family. But when Tabitha’s told she’s been paired, instead of
being taken to her new home, she wakes up immobile on a hospital bed. Moments before she’s
sliced open, a group of renegade teenagers rescues her, and she learns the real reason she’s been
kept in shape: PharmPerfect, a local pharmaceutical giant, is using her foster program as a
replacement factory for their pill-addicted clients’ failing organs.
Determined to save the rest of her friends at the center, Tabitha joins forces with her rescuers, led
by moody and mysterious Gavin Stiles. As they race to uncover the rest of PharmPerfect’s secrets,
though, Tabitha finds herself with more questions than answers. Will trusting the enigmatic group of
rebels lead her back to the slaughterhouse?
Selected as a TOP PICK by RT Book Reviews!
"Just when readers think they've recovered from one adrenaline rush, another hits as they devour this
YA thriller laced with science fiction. Kapp skillfully places heart-pumping sequences in the midst of
passages where readers can catch their breath and relish the well-developed characters." RT Book
Reviews
"An intriguing, terrifying glimpse of an all-too-possible future. The gutsy characters and spine-chilling
premise kept me up late." Karen Healey, author of When We Wake
Jessica Kapp writes contemporary and speculative fiction for young adults from a small farm in
Washington. When she's not reading, writing, or talking books with the barista at her favorite coffee
shop, she can be found on the soccer field. Visit her webpage at www.jessicakapp.com or on Twitter
at @JessKapp
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To be published in March 2018
Manuscript, 284 pages
This LGBT debut is pitched as The Outsiders meets The Perks of Being a Wallflower.
Seventeen-year-old Jack has lived in the troubled California town his entire life. He hides the truth
about his sexuality from everyone, including his best friend Jess and his childhood rival and drug
dealing partner, Toby. Keeping your head down, Jack knows, is the best way to survive. But when
Connor, a fearless new arrival, enrolls at school, he sees right through Jack’s façade. Jack finds
himself falling for Connor, and the feeling is mutual―but their rela onship will set into a mo on a
series of events with lasting consequences. After a falling out with Jess, Jack is worried to see her
growing close to the manipulative Toby. To make matters worse, Jack is becoming increasingly
paranoid that Toby will expose his relationship with Connor. As tensions rise and more secrets come
to a head, Jack cuts off ties with Toby. Hungry for revenge, Toby comes after Jack, jeopardizing his
budding romance with Connor and the life he’s tried so hard to salvage in Burro Hills.
Julia Lynn Rubin lives the writer's life in Brooklyn, where she has recently finished an MFA in Writing
for Children & Young Adults at The New School. She received her BA in Anthropology & Film Studies
from the University of Pittsburgh. She has been writing books, poems, and stories since first grade.
An excerpt of BURRO HILLS was included in the anthology Girls Write Now 2017. Visit her website:
www.julialynnrubin.com
See also: newschoolwriting.org/mfa-student-julia-lynn-rubin-under-contract-with-debut-ya-novel/
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SO GLAD TO MEET YOU by Lisa Super
To be published 1st May 2018
Manuscript, 259 pages
This is the story of Oliver and Daphne, two teens whose quest – to complete the bucket list his older
brother and her older sister wrote before committing suicide together – takes them on an adventure
through Los Angeles. Lacking the funds to visit Jim Morrison’s grave or Mount Everest, Daphne and
Oliver must re-imagine Jason and Emily’s dreams through the lens of their beautiful, imperfect city;
seeking solace through the Elliott Smith Wall and the Hollywood Sign hill. From Venice Beach to
Chinatown, the two teens confront their grief and anger, but also gain a newfound joy and
understanding for the siblings they lost. In the midst of finding something akin to closure, they
realize they are on the brink of something more than friendship.
Tackling despair and grief in a way that is reminiscent of Jenny Hubbard’s And We Stay, yet told with
a wry voice reminiscent of John Green's An Abundance of Katherines, SO GLAD TO MEET YOU uses
wisdom and wit to tell the story of two people who, in searching for what they've lost, end up
finding each other. Though Lisa Super does not flinch from suicide's stark reality, it is Oliver and
Daphne's determination to live and love when their siblings cannot that propels their story forward.
Lisa Super is a TV writer and based in Los Angeles. SO GLAD TO MEET YOU is her first novel.
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ADULT FICTION

To be published in Winter 2018 (World English rights only)
Manuscript, 351 pages
From RWA's 2017 Golden Heart Winner comes a story of passion that is much more than meets
the eye. Recently signed up in a three-book deal, this is the first in a new series of historical Regency
romances featuring socially awkward heroines and their unlikely love matches.
A shy and reserved spinster at 26, all Imogen Duncan sees ahead of her is a life of servitude to her
overbearing mother. As her younger sister Mariah begins her own Season and must choose between
many suitors, Imogen believes her chances for excitement are well and truly past. But a case of
mistaken identity and an unintended kiss bring excitement into her life that she never dreamed of.
Burying the guilt he suffers from his brother’s death beneath a life of debauchery, Caleb Masters,
Marquess of Willbridge is unprepared when an innocent miss stumbles into his life, turning his
superficial world on its head. Drawn to the quiet, kind Imogen, Caleb finds himself falling for this
bespectacled beauty. Refusing to let Imogen be tainted by his demons, he does everything in his
power to fight the growing attraction. But when friendship turns to passion the situation between
them takes an irreversible turn. Can Caleb convince Imogen to give him a chance and her hand in
marriage – or will the one person that can heal the ache he's been living with for too long slip away
forever?
Christina Britton developed a passion for writing romance novels shortly after buying her first at the
tender age of thirteen. Though for several years she turned to art and put brush instead of pen to
paper, she has returned to her first love and is now writing full time. She lives with her husband and
two children in the San Francisco Bay Area. A member of Romance Writers of America, she also
belongs to her local chapter, Silicon Valley RWA, and is a 2017 RWA® Golden Heart® winner.
Agent for translation rights: Kim Lionetti, BookEnds
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To be published 30th January 2018, Final manuscript due October 2017
Book 1, The Jonah Heywood Chronicles
Magic: To some, it’s spectacle. To others, it’s proof that there’s more to life than meets the eye. To
Jonah, it means one simple thing: money. A shaman for hire, Jonah knows how to tap into his
powers as easily as he can turn on a light switch, but the real money is in putting on a show. That is,
until a mysterious woman makes him an offer he can’t afford to refuse: $20,000 if he finds a little
thing called the Ledberg runestone, legend of Norse mythology. With debt collectors like the Carver
brothers breathing down his neck, the offer should be tempting, but when they threaten his father’s
life, it becomes a mission Jonah must take. As he starts to explore Asheville’s seedy magical
underbelly, however, Jonah soon discovers he’s not alone on the hunt. Powerful forces want this
stone. Will Jonah survive long enough to save his father, or will his meddling with the mystical finally
get him killed?
Patrick Donovan is the author of the Demon Jack Urban Fantasy series. He currently lives in the
Piedmont Region of North Carolina.
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Book One published in March 2017, 321 pages
Book Two will be published in February 2018, 323 pages
From the author of the Riddle in Stone books comes a thrilling new series for fans of Sarah J. Maas
and Kristin Cashore. Across the realms, the kings' quests captivate the imaginations of nobles and
commoners alike. These dangerous competitions pit the most daring adventurers against each other
as they compete for riches and glory for their kingdoms.
Plain and ordinary Natalie, a sixteen-year-old peasant girl, loves listening to stories about famous
adventurers, but the thrilling action of the kings’ quests seems far removed from her everyday life of
mucking out stables and working every odd job she can find to support her siblings and disabled
mother. However, after a violent run-in with Brago, a ruthless adventurer who believes Natalie is a
threat to his mission, she is dragged unwillingly into the latest contest.
On the run from Brago, Natalie seeks refuge with a rival adventurer, the legendary Sir Edris, and his
squire, Reg. As they toil together to ﬁnd the object all of the kings desire―an ancient golden
harp―Natalie starts to feel safe with the fatherly knight. Yet, despite Edris’s protection, Brago is
never far behind. When one of Brago’s cruel plots separates Natalie from her protectors, she must
become as strong and cunning as the adventurers of old to save her friends and stay alive.
By day, Robert Evert is an ordinary university professor bent on stamping out ignorance and apathy
wherever they may rear their ugly heads. By night he is an aspiring fantasy writer. Living in northeast
Ohio with his wife, two sons, dog, four cats, and a host of imaginary friends, Robert enjoys teaching,
yoga, hiking, and writing.
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THE OBSIDIAN MIRROR, first published in 2014, will be reissued in February 2018, 320 pages
FIRE IN THE OCEAN to be published in February 2018, 324 pages
THE OBSIDIAN MIRROR, the first book in a trilogy, tells the tale of a Silicon Valley PR executive whose
life takes a turn for the weird when a fast-talking coyote named Fred appears on her doorstep and
plunges her into a whirlwind of hijacked technology, ancient evil, and environmental threat. FIRE IN
THE OCEAN picks up Sierra’s story as she embarks on a tropical vacation but instead encounters the
ancient magic of the “isle of sorcerers” as she fights to protect the precious natural environment of
Hawai‘i. With the help of part-time coyote Fred and a few rather more human friends, Sierra faces
down monsters and demons to confront the Mayan god Necocyaotl and his human henchmen.
Along the way, she begins to develop her own surprising powers and discovers companionship and
love.
K.D. Keenan worked in the high technology industries for 30-plus years as a content creator and
public relations expert. She founded her own PR agency, named one of Silicon Valley’s Top 25 PR
agencies for 10 years running by the Silicon Valley Business Journal. Today, she focuses on her fiction
writing, her grandchildren, and a long list of things she’d like to do if there were more hours in the
day. Keenan has always been a voracious reader. Having worked through her grandparents’
extensive library of Victorian children’s literature, she began reading fantasy and science fiction at
the age of nine. Sharp and funny, K.D. Keenan has inherited the mantle of stalwarts like Douglas
Adams, and THE OBSIDIAN MIRROR is a masterpiece of thrills for every fantasy reader.
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THE HIDDEN ICON first published in 2013, was reissued in May 2017, 264 pages
THE DREAD GODDESS published May 2017, 232 pages
Enthralling Arabian Nights-style fantasy perfect for fans of Bradley Beaulieu and N. K. Jemisin.
Eiren, the youngest daughter of the Aleynian royal family, has been living in exile in the deep desert
of their kingdom. When the invading force from Ambar captures her family and demands that Eiren
alone return with the Ambarians to their distant, mountainous lands, she agrees for the sake of her
people. Gentle, perceptive, and able to sense the thoughts and feelings of those around her, Eiren is
a storyteller—and unsure why the Ambarians have chosen her instead of her more brazen siblings.
As she grows closer to the masked and enigmatic Gannet, one of her captors, Eiren learns that her
special gifts mark her as an icon—the rare, living embodiment of a god. Gannet, too, is an icon, and
when he awakens more abilities within her, Eiren discovers a bitter truth: She is host to Theba, the
goddess of destruction. A dark and dangerous force, Theba awakens similar appetites in Eiren.
But there’s more the Ambarians aren’t telling her, and secrets Eiren has to uncover for herself. To
know the truth of why she was taken from her home, Eiren must become one of the monsters from
her stories, whether she wants to or not.
Jillian Kuhlmann spent her formative years feeding her overactive imagination with The X-Files and
Star Trek: The Next Generation. After receiving her Bachelor’s degree in Creative Writing and English
Literature from Miami University in Oxford, Ohio in 2006 and her Master’s degree in Creative
Writing from the University of Cincinnati in 2008, Jillian lost herself in writing the first of many drafts
of The Hidden Icon. She lives with her husband and two daughters in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Website: http://jilliankuhlmann.com/
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HEAT IT UP published June 2016, 276 pages; ON THE LINE in November 2017, 235 pages
“A just-right balance of comedy, tragedy, heat, and ice.” Publishers Weekly
Sofia Phillips feels cursed. Her father cheated on her mother, her boyfriend cheated on her—she’s
done with dating. A summer work-exchange program in Finland is the perfect escape. But instead of
gaining experience as an athletic trainer, she’s cleaning toilets.
Sexy hockey player Kyle was the star right wing for an NHL team, but an accident killed his wife and
left him injured. Now in Finland for the summer, he’s coaching in an elite hockey-training camp for
teens. When Sofia's grandmother decides to set her up with a nice Finnish man, Sofia recruits Kyle as
her make-believe boyfriend. Neither expects their first kiss to sizzle. And neither expects, while
stranded on an island during a storm, to have a scorching night of passion.
But as their charade, and then their attraction, develops into something deeper, the past comes
back, threatening to destroy them. They must decide if their feelings for each other are strong
enough to survive.
“These two characters’ storylines wove together flawlessly and made for one hot read that had me
wanting to pack my bags for my own Finland adventure.” Cindi Madsen, USA Today bestselling
author of Anatomy of a Player
“HEAT IT UP takes a refreshing setting, adds a sexy physics-loving hero, and sprinkles in a slow burn
and a twist of fate. This swoony hockey romance scores!” Christina Lee, author of the Between the
Breaths series.
Stina Lindenblatt writes New Adult and adult contemporary romances. She loves to travel, and has
lived in England, the US, Canada, and Finland. She spent a semester in graduate school living in
central Finland, and a summer during her undergrad degree working in Helsinki. She has a Master’s
of Science degree in exercise physiology and had the opportunity to work with elite athletes. Born in
Brighton, England, she currently lives in Calgary, Canada, with her husband and three kids.
Website: http://stinalindenblattauthor.com/wordpress/
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THE POST by Kevin Muñoz
To be published in Spring 2018
Manuscript, 348 pages
This apocalyptic, zombie thriller transcends its genre and draws the reader into a conversation about
what it means to be human--and inhuman. Set in a walled-in city near the former Atlanta, where the
survivors of a worldwide pandemic are trying to rebuild society, it features a strong female narrator,
Sam Edison, a police chief similar to the character of Olivia Benson of Law & Order. No zombie
apocalypse is complete without an element of horror in the mix. The result is a story that draws its
horror from the real world of human trafficking. The monsters are men, and more dangerous than
the creatures pounding on the gates.
Kevin Muñoz has a B.A. from Oberlin College and an M.A. in Religion from Yale University. He earned
his Ph.D. in New Testament at Emory University. He is an avid board gamer and tabletop RPG gamer.
A longtime resident of Atlanta, he now lives in Cape May, New Jersey.
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Published September 2017, 375 pages
“A gritty story of a Chicago reporter’s infiltration of the city’s toughest neighborhoods during a
heroin epidemic, written by a great new voice in crime fiction. Noir fans and readers of Laura
Lippman will love Poison Girls.” Jamie Freveletti, internationally bestselling author of Dead Asleep
It’s the summer of 2008. Chicago’s Hyde Park Senator is running for the White House, the city is
vying to host the 2016 Summer Olympics, and “Poison,” a lethal form of heroin, has killed more than
250 people, including dozens of suburban girls from prominent families. Natalie Delaney, a crime
reporter from the Chicago Times, discovers that daughters of Democratic powerhouses are the real
targets. Obsessed with finding who is behind the killings, Natalie becomes entangled in an
underworld where drugs, cops, gangs, politics, and privilege collide. Risking everything, this reporter
becomes the story…
“Touching, salty, brutal, organized, lost, powerful and tragic.” Janet Burroway, author of Writing
Fiction
“An ambitious book, noirish, Dickensian in a modern way, and rooted in the realistic tradition. It tells
a complex story.” Stuart Dybek, MacArthur “Genius” Award Winner and author of The Coast of
Chicago
Cheryl L. Reed drew from her own experience as an investigative journalist when penning this debut
thriller. She is also the author of a non-fiction book, Unveiled: The Hidden Lives of Nuns, which
chronicles her four years living off and on with nuns across the USA. A former editor and reporter at
the Chicago Sun-Times and other newspapers, Cheryl has won many awards for her investigative
reporting, including Harvard’s Goldsmith Prize. She earned her MFA in Creative Writing-Fiction from
Northwestern University and recently was a U.S. Fulbright Scholar teaching investigative reporting in
Ukraine where freedom of the press is still in its infancy. She is currently an assistant professor at
Syracuse University’s Newhouse School of Communication.
Website: http://www.cherylreed.net/books.html
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To be published 31st October 2017, 314 pages (World English rights only)
“Subversively clever, this book sneaks up on you, teasing you to a final twist that leaves you panting
for the next book. Westerson creates an utterly believable history of witches, demons, and magic for
her claustrophobic New England village and peoples it with rich and wonderful characters, including
a heroine with enough spark, smarts, and stubbornness to keep both the bad guys and the
deliciously dangerous love-interest on their toes.” Kat Richardson, author of the Greywalker series
To get a fresh start away from a bad relationship, Kylie Strange moves across the country to open a
shop in a seemingly quiet town in rural Maine. During renovations on Strange Herbs & Teas, she
discovers a peculiar and ancient codex, The Booke of the Hidden, bricked into the wall. Every small
town has its legends and unusual histories, and this artifact sends Kylie right into the center of
Moody Bog’s biggest secret. While puzzling over the tome’s oddly blank pages, Kylie gets an
unexpected visitor―Erasmus Dark, an inscrutable stranger who claims to be a demon, knows she
has the book, and warns her that she has opened a portal to the netherworld. Kylie brushes off this
nonsense, until a series of bizarre murders put her, the newcomer, at the center. With the help of
the demon and a coven of witches she befriends while dodging the handsome but sharp-eyed
sheriﬀ, Kylie hunts for a killer―that might not be human.
5-star review from RT! “Paranormal romance perfection…Jeri Westerson is flawless in this tale of
adventure, mystery and saucy romance. The pages reverberate with passion, and absolutely no
wrong can come from vivid characters and a hero to die for.”
Jeri Westerson writes the critically acclaimed Crispin Guest Medieval Mysteries, historical novels,
paranormal novels, and LGBT mysteries. To date, her medieval mysteries have garnered twelve
industry award nominations, from the Agatha to the Shamus. Jeri is former president of the SoCal
chapter of Mystery Writers of America and frequently guest lectures on medieval history at local
colleges and museums. A native of Los Angeles, she lives in southern California.
Agent for translation rights: Lisa Rogers, JABwocky Literary Agency
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Published February 2017, 302 pages
In this new anthology, thirteen authors come together to pen short stories innovating Sherlock
Holmes, adapting and revolutionizing the celebrated detective in more than a dozen wildly
entertaining new ways. In Ryk Spoor’s thrilling "The Adventures of a Reluctant Detective,” Sherlock is
a re-creation in a holodeck. In Hildy Silverman’s mesmerizing "A Scandal in the Bloodline,” Sherlock
is a vampire. Heidi McLaughlin sends Sherlock back to college, while Beth Patterson, in the charming
"Code Cracker,” turns him into a parrot. The settings range from Russia in the near-future to a reality
show, from a dystopian world to an orchestra. Without losing the very qualities that make Sherlock
so illustrious a character, these authors spin new webs of mystery around their own singular riff on
one of fiction’s truly singular characters.
Stories In This Volume:
"’Locked!" by Mike Strauss
"Identity (An Adventure of Shirley Holmes and Jack Watson)" by Keith R. A. DeCandido
"The Scent of Truth" by Jody Lynn Nye
"The Adventure of the Reluctant Detective" by Ryk Spoor
"A Scandal in the Bloodline" by Hildy Silverman
"The Fabulous Marble" by David Gerrold
"The Scarlet Study" by Jim Avelli
"Delta Phi" by Heidi McLaughlin
"Beethoven’s Baton" by Austin Farmer
"The Adventure of the Melted Saint" by Gail Z. Martin
"Automatic Sherlock" by Martin Rose
"The Hammer of God" by Jonathan Maberry
"Code Cracker" by Beth W. Patterson
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NON-FICTION

Published October 2017, 300 pages
Tracy Calhoun, a long-time nurse at Samaritan Evergreen Hospice House in Oregon, shares her heartmelting memoir of working alongside JJ, the Therapy Dog, the brightest and most intuitive dog Tracy
has ever trained. When not mooching dog treats, JJ is dedicated to helping humans cope with
tragedy and loss.
One day, Tracy paused at the bedside of an elderly patient in a coma. The woman had no family or
friends, but the hospice team had learned she liked dogs, so Tracy put her Golden Retriever, JJ, on
the woman’s bed. JJ snuggled up, nuzzled a motionless hand, and then settled in, letting her body
warmth cuddle and comfort the patient in her final hours. The woman, who had been unresponsive
for days, then performed her final, intentional act. She stroked JJ’s head. Tracy recorded the
intimate moment on her phone, then uploaded it to Facebook where she was keeping a modest
account for friends, family, and community members. In August 2015, that video went viral, and was
rapidly seen by tens of millions of viewers worldwide. To Tracy, it was a turning point in her mission
to explain to a wider audience the joy that therapy dogs provide. Along the way, Tracy’s own story
has grown and changed through her love of animals, and she’s found, in difficult times, she has
needed the same comfort her pups offer to patients—for herself.
“These stories of an unforgettable and deeply intuitive Golden Retriever named JJ, as told by her
fabulous handler Tracy, are shared with humor and heart. Many wonderful moments happen when
working with therapy dogs and reading about JJ’s magic is an extraordinarily moving
experience.” Donna Frindt, Executive Director, Project Canine
“An inspiring memoir, JJ’s Journey illustrates the medical and spiritual benefits of the human-animal
bond through JJ’s unwavering patience, love, and support for the hospice patients and their grieving
families. JJ’s Journey brings to light that in our greatest time of need, every person can feel they are
loved, honored, and mean something in this world thanks to the unconditional love that comes so
naturally from a therapy dog’s heart.” Colby Webb, Founder, Sav-a-Bull Rescue and author of Forty
One Pit Bulls
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First published as an ebook in 2011 and then as paperback in June 2013, 94 pages
More than 35,000 copies sold
"It's New Year's resolution time, and Mark Cuban's new book offers the rationale for a good one."
Business Insider
Using the greatest material from his popular Blog, Mark Cuban has collected and updated his
postings on business and life to provide a catalog of insider knowledge on what it takes to become a
thriving entrepreneur. He tells his own story of how he went from selling powdered milk and
sleeping on friends' couches to owning his own company and becoming a multi-billion dollar success.
His unconventional yet highly effective ideas on how to build a successful business offer
entrepreneurs at any stage of their careers a huge edge over their competitors.
"In short, [HOW TO WIN AT THE SPORT OF BUSINESS] exceeded...expectations. Short chapters...got
right to the point and were not filled with 'stuffing'." Huffington Post
Mark Cuban has risen to success by founding his own companies, including HDNet, Broadcast.com
and MicroSolutions, as well as investing in startups. He has gained notoriety and fame not only from
his successful business ventures, but also his status as a major influential figure in the world of
media and sports. Cuban got his start in Dallas, Texas, founding the software company
MicroSolutions and later Broadcast.com, a leading multimedia and streaming website which was
acquired by Yahoo! for $5.7 billion. In 2000, he went onto purchase the Dallas Mavericks, having
since turned the team into one of the NBA's most successful franchises, winning their first
championship in 2011. In addition, Cuban has become one of the most recognizable figures in sports,
gaining much media attention for his unconventional and innovative approach as team owner. His
efforts have helped transform the franchise into a perennial contender and have helped develop an
extremely passionate fan base in Dallas. Through his bold and ingenious approach to business,
sports, and life, Mark Cuban has become one of the world's wealthiest entrepreneurs. With a knack
for the inventive, as well as the spotlight, Cuban stands as one of the most innovative, successful,
and talked about business minds of our generation.
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Published December 2015, 274 pages
1300 copies sold
From Texas A&M professor and celebrity advisor, Dr. John Eliot, this insightful guide takes a
sledgehammer to what most of us think we know about doing our best. Eliot explains how
mainstream psychology moves us in the wrong direction when it comes to stress management and
performance enhancement; techniques like visualization and goal setting, based on pseudoscience
rather than empirical evidence, often get in our way rather than propel us forward.
Drawing on field-tested experiments and extensive research in neuropsychology, Eliot shares why
these “common sense” strategies tend to come up short for the majority of people—and how,
instead, great accomplishments are more likely to result from "Putting All Your Eggs in One Basket",
"Thinking Like a Squirrel", and "Embracing Butterflies As a Good Thing". These counterintuitive
practices not only trigger your full natural talent, but also teach you how to thrive under pressure,
not dread it.
OVERACHIEVEMENT incorporates Eliot’s work with Fortune 500 companies, Olympic athletes,
renowned surgeons, military pilots, and Grammy-winning musicians, providing you with a powerful
combination of inspiring stories and life-changing tools, offering the skills needed to overcome stress
and rise above your peers in the boardroom, on the playing field, or in the normal day-to-day of life.
John Eliot, Ph.D., is on the faculty at Rice University with expertise in business and psychology and
adjunct professor at SMU Cox School of Business Leadership Center. He is the former Director of
Rice’s program in sports management and performance enhancement. In 2000, he cofounded The
Milestone Group, which provides performance consultation and training to business executives,
professional athletes, and corporations nationwide. Clients have included Merrill Lynch, Goldman
Sachs, Adidas, NASA, the United States Olympic Committee, The Mayo Clinic, M.D. Anderson Cancer
Center, and hundreds of elite individual performers.
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THE HOPE DRIVEN LEADER: Harness the Fuel of Positivity by Libby Gill
To be published in Spring/Summer 2018
Manuscript, 194 pages
We’ve all heard the saying, “Hope is not a strategy.” Yet, having motivated and managed people for
nearly thirty years, Libby Gill observed again and again how ineffective it is to provide people with
strategies or resources when they’re feeling hopeless. Instead, by instilling an individual or an
organization with a sense of hopefulness, we can guide them to connect the beliefs and behaviours
that will ultimately help them realize their vision.
That’s what this book is about: belief-driving behaviour based on the science of hope theory, which
stems from an emerging body of research from the medical and positive psychology communities
that tells us that hope - unlike its emotional cousins, happiness and optimism - is specific, situational,
and future-focused.
Libby Gill is the founder and CEO of executive coaching and consulting firm Libby Gill & Company.
The former head of communications and public relations for Sony, Universal, and Turner
Broadcasting, she is an international speaker, bestselling author, and former Dallas Morning News
columnist. Libby has shared her success strategies on CNN, NPR, the Today Show, and in
BusinessWeek, Time, New York Times, Wall Street Journal, and many more. Libby coaches, consults,
and presents to established and emerging leaders at organizations including ADP, AMC Networks,
Cisco, Department of Defense, Disney, eBay, EY, Genentech, Honda, Intel, Microsoft, Oracle, Sony,
Viacom, Wells Fargo and many more. Libby’s award-winning book You Unstuck: Mastering the New
Rules of Risk-taking in Work and Life has been endorsed by business leaders including Zappos.com
CEO Tony Hsieh and Dr. Ken Blanchard. Visit her website: http://libbygill.com/

HITLER AND THE HABSBURGS: Hitler’s War against a Vanished Empire, a Dead Archduke, and His
Royal Orphans by James Longo
To be published in 2019, proposal available
This story explores the roots of Hitler’s obsession with and determination to destroy the family of
the dead Archduke Ferdinand. His personal fixation on Franz Ferdinand’s royal orphans provides
insights into Hitler, the seeds of his racism, and the fear and hatred that led to the Second World
War.
It is a rich family saga peopled with a cast of characters featuring many of the twentieth century’s
greatest heroes and villains: Adolf Hitler, Herman Goering, Heinrich Himmler, Benito Mussolini, Pope
Pius XII, the Duke and Duchess of Windsor, Emperor Franz Joseph, German Kaiser Wilhelm II, and
Archduke Franz Ferdinand and his wife. It reveals the human faces, stories, hearts, and fears that
motivated these remarkable men and women providing disturbing insights into our own
contemporary leaders, and the divisions that continue to divide and endanger us today. It is a true
story of a courageous family that fought the Nazis, and against the greatest of odds, beat them.
James McMurtry Longo is a professor of education and chair of the Education Department at
Washington and Jefferson College in Washington, Pennsylvania, and author of six other books. For
more information see his website: http://jameslongo.com/
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Published July 2017, 237 pages
1000 copies sold
“A powerful message for insomniacs” Publishers Weekly
While insomnia treatments can set the stage, the best thing a person can do to ready themselves for
sleep is “getting sleepy.” This practical, easy-to-follow guide written by two founding experts in
behavioral sleep medicine will help you achieve one of the most important parts of staying healthy:
a good night's rest. Taking into account the particular challenges that stand in your way to better
sleep, Glovinsky and Spielman:




Discuss changes you can make to your daily routines to induce sleepiness
Walk you through applying standard cognitive behavioral treatments
Introduce new, promising interventions for managing anxiety, depression, an out-of-sync
biological clock, dependence on medication, and more

Drs. Paul Glovinsky are Arthur Spielman are recognized experts in Cognitive Behavioral Treatment
for Insomnia, the field in which they collaborated for more than thirty-five years, co-authoring The
Insomnia Answer in 2006. Dr. Glovinsky is Clinical Director of the St. Peter’s Sleep Center in Albany,
New York. Before his passing, Dr. Spielman was the Associate Director for the Center for Sleep
Medicine at the Weill Cornell Medical Center and Professor in the Experimental Cognition Program
of the City University of New York.
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FRAGILE BULLY: AMERICA'S DESTRUCTIVE DANCE WITH NARCISSISM by Laurie Helgoe
(World English rights only)
Proposal available, manuscript in April 2018
FRAGILE BULLY looks beyond the sound bites of Trump’s self-aggrandizing rallies and childish tweets
to the real problem of narcissism. We see beyond the solo act to the dance, the vicious cycle of the
fragile bully – aggression triggering retaliation, retaliation triggering hurt and escalated retaliation,
and so on – and how this pattern generates both power and self-destruction. We also look at the
problem of Echo, how both followers and detractors get hooked by the narcissist, and how we all
end up dehumanized and diminished. Once we step back from the dance, we can start to see the
way out: out of the competition for self-enhancement, out of the drama that dehumanizes, out of
the silence that comes when bullies rule. In the place of the empty dance, we will finally be free to
nourish our real selves, find our authentic voices, and recover our ability to see the humanity in one
another.
Laurie Helgoe, Ph.D. is a Clinical Assistant Professor at the West Virginia University School of
Medicine, Charleston Division, in the Department of Behavioral Medicine and Psychiatry. She is the
author of five books, including Introvert Power (Sourcebooks), originally published in 2008, and
expanded in its second edition in 2013. Introvert Power earned a starred review from Publishers
Weekly, and is currently published in six languages. Her other books include The Complete Idiot’s
Guide to Raising Boys (Penguin Group) and The Anxiety Answer Book (Sourcebooks). Helgoe authors
the column “Food for the Inner Life” at PsychologyToday.com, and also writes for The Wall Street
Journal. She interviews regularly for print and online media, podcasts and radio stations nationwide.
Website: drlauriehelgoe.com
Agent for translation rights: Jessica Faust, BookEnds
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LEADING FROM THE TRENCHES: How to Get Results When You Aren’t the Boss by Natalie Neelan
To be published in June 2018
Proposal available, full manuscript due November 2017
All people are hopeful when they begin a job. There is an expectation that work will be enjoyable as
you collaborate with your leaders and your peers. This notion erodes over time when there is lying,
sexism, cronyism, or other unlikeable behaviours which reveal that you work at a dysfunctional
company. The futility you experience in being powerless to change things can lead to depression and
wanting to quit. There are no books to help us navigate the internal roadblocks that often appear
via company politics, power trips, fear, or sometimes just nasty and immature behaviour. LEADING
FROM THE TRENCHES is the first book to shine a light on how smart people succeed despite
company cultures that are stacked against change. This is an empowering business self-help book for
people who struggle to get results within companies—not at a leadership level but from a "worker
bee" perspective. Readers will learn how to find meaning in their personal work despite their
leadership.
Using interviews from more than 100 people inside all types of organizations around the globe, as
well as dozens of examples of actual problems and solutions, LEADING FROM THE TRENCHES
demonstrates that any individual at any level can activate change. Organized into 20 chapters it will
take readers on a transformational journey and answers these key questions:




How can I deploy tactics to advance my ideas without relying on my direct chain of
command to make it happen?
How can I minimize my workplace stress when I work with power hungry people or
colleagues who do absolutely nothing?
How can I regain the confidence I had when I started this job while still working in this
dysfunctional culture?

Natalie Neelan has over 25 years of experience in launching new initiatives in media, healthcare,
academia and non-profits as well as the experience of owning her own innovation consultancy,
Straightline. Her efforts involved generating revenue with multimedia heavyweights like Thompson
Media, Gannett, Cox Communications, Comcast and other large corporations like E! Online,
Fandango, Microsoft, Amazon, and HP. She was consistently a top salesperson nationwide and also
earned the Master of Business Achievement Award from Tribune Media, their highest honor.
Her fresh insights and unique approaches allowed a small water-filtration company to secure a
multi-million-dollar investment from Consol Energy, a $9.1 billion dollar diversified energy company.
I also produced a national start-up competition from scratch in only seven months for the Angel
Capital Association (ACA). The ACA represents over 150 angel investment groups with each rooted in
the local entrepreneurial community, representing a collective $20.1 billion in investments. She is
currently collaborating with Maya Design, a global human-centered design firm. Maya Design works
with global corporations like Bayer, Siemens, Oreo, PepsiCo as well as national entities like the
Department of Defense, Forrester Research, Cox Communications and hundreds of other clients.
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Published October 2014, 274 pages
More than 9000 copies sold
An oral history of Michael Jordan’s legendary career, told by the men who played with him and
against him, coached him, and witnessed first-hand the iconic greatness of the most dominant
athlete sports has ever seen. THERE IS NO NEXT assembles a cast of Hall-of-Famers, teammates,
opponents, coaches, and others who experienced the ferocious drive and unparalleled greatness
that defined Jordan’s career. Packed with previously untold stories and stunning insight into Jordan
and his six championships, THERE IS NO NEXT is the last word on why there has never been, and will
never be, another Michael Jordan.
Features interviews with:
Larry Bird • Magic Johnson • Phil Jackson • Reggie Miller • Isiah Thomas • Reggie Theus • Chris
Mullin • Doug Collins • Dominique Wilkins • Steve Kerr • John Paxson • David Stern • Gregg
Popovich • Derek Harper • Bill Walton • Karl Malone • Horace Grant • Joe Dumars • Danny Ainge •
B.J. Armstrong • Marv Albert • Grant Hill • Jerry Colangelo • Bill Cartwright • Jerry Reinsdorf •
Johnny Bach • Rod Thorn • Rick Barry • Kevin Loughery • David Axelrod • President Barack Obama •
and many more!
Sam Smith has been covering the Chicago Bulls and the NBA for more than three decades, as
reporter and columnist for The Chicago Tribune for 28 years, and currently for Bulls.com. Recipient
of the prestigious Curt Gowdy Media Award from the NBA Hall of Fame, he also received the
Professional Basketball Writers Association Lifetime Achievement award in 2011. He is the author of
the classic bestselling book The Jordan Rules, for which he had unparalleled access to Michael Jordan
and 1991-92 Chicago Bulls. He has written extensively for media outlets around the world, including
ESPN.com, ESPN magazine, NBC Sports, Basketball Digest, The Sporting News, and for major
publications in Japan and China.
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Published in January 2017, 304 pages (World English rights only)
More than 3000 copies sold in hardcover
“This remarkable book translates state-of-the art neuroscience into practical techniques that rapidly
promote personal transformation. If you want to double your happiness and your income, start
using these powerful brain-changing exercises today!” John Assaraf, New York Times bestselling
author and CEO of NeuroGym
From the cutting edge of brain science to real-world solutions, these exercises help readers gain the
wisdom that leads to greater fulfilment. Adapted from a business school course they created for
professionals, bestselling author Mark Waldman and Chris Manning present simple brain exercises,
based on the latest neuroscience research, to guide readers to improvement in all parts of life, from
work to home, from how we think to how we feel. Their promise is to help people create more
"wealth" in their lives, defined as the combination of money, happiness, and success. Using the
latest research studied by two experts in their field, the book presents both the scientific
background and sets of “NeuroWisdom” exercises that will help people reduce neurological stress
and increase happiness, motivation, and productivity. The “worry” centers of the brain are turned
off and the optimism circuits are turned on. Work becomes more pleasurable and creativity is
increased, enabling the brain to anticipate and solve problems more efficiently.
Mark Robert Waldman is faculty at Loyola Marymount University, Los Angeles, where he teaches
executive communication, stress reduction, and mindfulness to Executive MBA students. He is the
author of 13 books including Words Can Change Your Brain and How God Changes Your Brain. He
teaches throughout the world and his work has been featured on PBS, National Public Radio, Oprah
and Friends, and in dozens of national magazines.
Chris Manning has been a finance professor at Loyola Marymount University since 1986. Manning is
currently serving as an ARES Member Profile Column Editor and on the Editorial Board for the
Journal of Real Estate Research.
Agent for translation rights: Jim Levine, Levine Greenberg Rostan
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South Korea
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Moscow 115093, Russia
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